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Happy Thoughts Get Well Card 
Supply List 

 Glue stick 

 4.5 inch paper doily 

 Amazone BT computer font 

 ZapfHumnst BT computer font 

 8 rectangular tea bag tiles 

 White paper 

 Maroon/Green card stock (Rob & Bob 

Studio) 

 Purple plaid scrapbook paper (Rob & Bob 

Studio) 

 Pink floral scrapbook paper (Rob & Bob 

Studio) 

 Scalloped edge scissors (ProvoCraft) 

 Lace & Doilies stamp set (HOTP) 

 Heartfelt Greetings stamp set (HOTP) 

 Black Ink pad (Whispers) 

 Fresh Eggplant ink pad (Whispers)  

 Peeled Paint distress ink (Ranger) 

 Perfect Medium stamp pad (Ranger) 

 Silver detail embossing powder 

(Stampendous) 

 White super fine embossing powder (HOTP) 

 Design Tool Kit #1 (HOTP) 

 Design Tool Kit #2 (HOTP) 

 Layered Labels Template (HOTP) 

 3-D Butterflies Dazzles™ (HOTP) 

 3-D Dragonflies Dazzles™ (HOTP) 

 Green Jewel Dazzles™ (HOTP) 

 Pink Jewel Dazzles™ (HOTP) 

 Double sided foam adhesive squares

 

Instructions 
Finished card size: 5” x 6.75” 

Create the card blank 

Because the total width of the card and flaps is more than 12 inches, you will need to construct the card blank 

from two pieces of card stock.  Cut a 5” x 10” rectangle from the maroon/green card stock and score it at 6.75 

inches.   Cut a 5” x 7” rectangle from the maroon/green card stock and score it at 1 inch.   Glue the two pieces of 

card stock together, overlapping them by one inch so that the end of the 7 inch section on the long rectangle 

lines up with the score line on the short rectangle.  You should now have a 5 x 16 inch card blank that is scored 

at 6 and 12.75 inches.   

Background for card front 
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Cut a 4.75” x 5.5” rectangle from the purple plaid scrapbook paper.  Use the Fancy Cutaway template from 

Design Tool Kit #2.  Center the long, scalloped edge of the template over one of the short ends of the plaid paper 

rectangle.  Trace and cut.  Ink the edges with Fresh Eggplant ink. 

Glue a piece of white paper behind the scalloped end of the card front background, making sure that at least a 

quarter inch of the white paper is showing from underneath the background.  Use the scalloped scissors to 

carefully cut a narrow scalloped border around the large scallops.   

Glue the background for the card front to the left front flap of the card blank so that there is a 1/8 inch border 

along all three straight edges and there is enough of the card blank sticking out from under the scalloped edge 

so that you can trim a narrow border.  (Note:  You may need to trim the straight edge opposite the scalloped 

edge to get it to fit).  Trim the edge about 1/8 inch from the scallops. 

 Background for right flap 

Cut a 4.75” x 2.75” rectangle from the pink floral scrapbook paper.  Use the largest template from Design Tool 

Kit #2.  Center the long edge of the template over the left long edge of the pink rectangle.  Trace and cut.  Ink 

the edges with Fresh Eggplant ink. 

Using the Perfect Medium stamp pad and the lace border stamp, stamp a lace border about a quarter of an inch 

in from the right edge of the pink floral scrapbook paper.  Heat emboss with white super fine embossing 

powder. 

Glue a piece of white paper behind the scrolled border on the left side of the pink floral scrapbook paper, 

making sure that at least a quarter inch of the white paper is showing from underneath the scrolled border.  Use 

the scalloped scissors to carefully cut a narrow scalloped border along the scrolled border.   

Glue the pink floral scrapbook paper to the right flap of the card base so that there is a 1/8 inch border on the 

top, bottom and right sides and there is enough of the card base sticking out along the scrolled edge so that you 

can trim a narrow border.  Trim the edge about 1/8 inch from the scallops. 

Ink the edges of the right and left front flaps with Fresh Eggplant ink. 

Make the medallion 

Print eight 2” x 3” rectangular tea bag tiles.  If you are using my tile page generator at 

http://www.handcraftedgreetings.com/teabagtiles.php, choose 300 for the tile height.  The width will 

automatically be calculated based on the original tile dimensions.  Cut the tiles out and follow the instructions 

for the Snowflake tea bag medallion at http://www.handcraftedgreetings.com/snowflake.php.   

Label for card front 

Use the Perfect Medium stamp pad and stamp “Sending Happy Thoughts” from the Heartfelt Greetings stamp 

set  onto a piece of the pink scrapbook paper.  Emboss with Silver detail embossing powder.  Cut an oval around 

it.  Ink the edges with Fresh Eggplant.  Mount onto a piece of the maroon/green card stock and cut a narrow 

border around it. Ink the edges with Fresh Eggplant. 

http://www.handcraftedgreetings.com/teabagtiles.php
http://www.handcraftedgreetings.com/snowflake.php
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Finish the card front 

Center and glue the white doily to the left front flap, then center the medallion and glue it to the doily.  Mount 

the label on the lower right side fo the doily with foam squares.  Add a Dragonfly Dazzle™ to the upper left 

corner and some flower Dazzles™ to the lower left corner.  Fold the wings and petals up for a 3-D effect.  

Decorate the medallion with small and medium Green Jewel Dazzles™. 

Label for card flap 

Use the black stamp pad to stamp “Because You are so very special,” on a small piece of the pink floral 

scrapbook paper.  Center the Vintage Sign B on the Layered Labels template over the stamped words and lightly 

trace the shape.  Cut it out then ink the edges with the Fresh Eggplant ink.   Mount the label on the green side of 

the maroon and green card stock.  Cut a very narrow border (less than 1/16”) around the it.  Lightly Ink the 

edges with Peeled Paint distress ink being careful to only ink the green card stock. 

Use the Bracket Label B from the Layered Labels template to cut another label from the maroon card stock.  Ink 

the edges with Fresh Eggplant.  Center and glue the stamped pink label to the maroon label.  Center and glue 

the layered label between the lace border and the right edge of the flap, making sure that it will be hidden 

behind the front flap when the card is closed.  Add small and medium pink jewel dazzles to the top and bottom 

of the label as shown. 

Inside Label 

Print a greeting on a piece of the pink floral scrapbook paper, making sure to leave enough of a margin around it 

for your label.  Use the small cutout in the largest template from Design Tool Kit #2 to make the inner label as 

follows:  Trace the fancy border above the greeting, then flip the template over and trace the border again 

below the greeting.  Cut out and ink with Fresh Eggplant ink. 

Trace the Victorian label from Design Tool Kit 1 onto a piece of maroon cardstock.  Cut it out and ink the edges 

with Fresh Eggplant ink.  Layer the labels as shown in the card.  Center and glue them to the inside of the card.  

Add a silver 3-D butterfly Dazzle™ to the lower right edge of the label and three silver flower Dazzles™ to the 

upper left edge of the label. 

 


